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Supply of equipment and services for Catheterization Lab 
HEBRON/PALESTINE
Publication Reference: MOF-GSD RING 88-2019

According To suppliers questions about above mentioned tender, please find below our 
answers:

Ql: We learn about the Invitation for Bids in subject and we hereby express our 
interest to participate.
We would appreciate if you could kindly transmit a complete set of Bidding 
Documents, to our e-mail addresses.

Al: According to Palestinian rules and regulations, not allowed to send the bidding 
documents by mail.

Q2: Our Company is interested in participating in the tender No. 88-2019 for 
Supply of equipment and sendees for Catheterization Lab. I would be grateful if 
you could kindly forward an electronic copy of the bidding documents.

A2: See Al

Q3: In relation to the Invitation to BID in subject,
I would like to kindly ask for the bidding documents by e-mail for inspection 
purposes for the procedure in reference.

A3: See A1

Q4: Is getting tender document free of charge?
A4: Yes free of charge

Q5: Tender validity: on page 2 of 6 it is 90 days while on page 3 of 14 it is 120 
days, which is the right one? And what will be the period of 2% bank 
guarantee?

A5: Tender Validity is 120 days. 2% bank guarantee must remain valid for 40 
days beyond the period of validin of the tender (sec clause 22 / 
INSTRUCTIONS TO TEND1RLRS )

Q6: Is the bank guarantee for the three years warranty period required, if yes what 
is the value?
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A6: Yes, 10% for all warranty period as it is part of Performance guarantee.

Q7: Table lateral movement: mentioned 20 cm. do you mean total 20cm =+/-10cm? 
A7: Yes +/- 10%

Q8: For 1000KW Generator the max. Achievable current is 1000mA , while you 
mentioned 1100 mA , can you please amend this specs?

A8: Yes 1000 mA is accepted.

Q9: Concerning the 4 weeks onsite training, is this continuous or can be done in 
different periods?

A9: Continuous 4 weeks training.

Q10: The specifications are mixed between cardiology and interventional radiology, 
at the same time the specifications are asking for 12’' detector size/floor 
system.
To handle the special requests for interventional radiology, the detector size 
need to be increased and other options added to allow for using the system for 
both cardiology and radiology.
It will be ideal if we are allowed to offer variations in the offers to allow you to 
better chose the system you need.
Under Section 10... The tender document mentions that "Tenderer may: not 
submit tender for a variant solution”. Can you please confirm we can offer 
more than one option example, ceiling and floor systems... 12" and 15" •

A10: The machine will be used mainly for cardiac, but also can do interventional 
radiology if needed. 12" detector with small pixel size and collimation can be 
used for both, stick with specs and tender documents, specification as 
mentioned are minimum requirements.

Best Regards, \

Mohammad Rabee'V \

General Director of Gene/aTSupplies Department 

Chairperson of Central Tendering Committee
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